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of the peculiar organization of that theatre is indispensable,
Without this commentary, this portion of our work would
prove to some persons unintelligible.
The actors of the Theatre Francais constitute, in fact, a
commercial association. The talent of each member is the
portion of capital he brings into it, and, according to the valu-
ation put on this intellectual property, each is entitled to
what is called a half, a quarter, an eighth, three quarters of a
share, or a full share in the profits of the theatre, which are
divided into twenty-four shares. When all the shares are
taken, the personnel of the theatre is not yet sufficiently
numerous for its requirements; to supply the deficiency, the
holders of shares, that is, the comcdiens socictaires, engage what
are called pensionnaires. The pensionnaire-s are actors with
fiied salaries paid by soczetau-es. These salaries diminish the
profits of the company, and constitnte one of its charges.
The company is governed by a committee of management,
composed of six male members. The company has also the
privilege of being the arbiter of literary merit, as it is to a
conitf de lecture, composed of male and female members, that
all plays presented to the theatre are submitted, and this last
committee has a right to refuse, to receive fully or condition-
ally, at its own discretion, any play.
This constitutional charter, which had existed for many
years, was confirmed by a decree known as the "Decree of
Moscow," from its having been signed by Napoleon I. in that
city on the 15th of October, 1815. By virtue of this decree,
the free action of the company is only subject to the surveil-
lance of the superintendent of the court performance and to
that of the imperial commissioner; its committees regulate
the material, financial, and artistic affairs of the theatre with
almost tmcootroEed freedom. Certes, no organization can be
more liberal; none could seem better calculated to stimulate
the actors to do their utmost for the prosperity of their house,
since whatsoever they do is for their own interests, and the
value of their shares is increased according to the benefits re-
alized ; it places them, moreover, in a position of honorable in-
dependence, and should have the effect of maintaining peace
and. concord among them, as they are themselves the arbiters

